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This is an announcement of 5 new fonts added to the macOS family courtesy of a reader named "aairon". A little bit background on these fonts, I too enjoyed
them and enjoyed helping reader aairon improve them. In a fit of pure love for these fonts, I set about trying to release them to the community myself, at
least as free under the Apple license, with a new Safari front end. I created the fonts called Kazoo or Kazu. There was a little bit of a problem, I didn't have

them ready to go for the macOS version of the Safari front end because I was testing with Mojave. Being a superminor contributor to Mac Fonts, I offered to
help out. I found their repository, fixed the errors, created the fonts from assets I had created myself and recompiled the font packs from their broken state. I
made a new Mac Fonts content Pack for the font and let aairon know I had recreated them for Mojave. He was able to get them into the font stores. I felt like
that was good enough for the community, but aairon wanted to make it better and more meaningful. It was just really creative work that I thought was very
fun and entertaining. We've got the font packs and the textures in game on an alpha server I created, should they interest you. You can access them here.

Look for the "kaz_" folders, download the kaz_folder, unzip it to a new folder and you'll have the content. The folder is kaz_player. Look for the player.exe and
the contents of the player.app folder. Some of the textures are included, though a little not how to use them in the guide. I would be glad to help out aairon

with the fonts. Just reach out on Discord, Twitter or here
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The Prime X299-A II also has X299 Gigabit Ethernet (Intel X299) to boost networking performance
and reduce latency. Up to 32 Gbps throughput and latency of less than 10 milliseconds lets you work

more effectively. Plus, Intel X299 PCH supports up to 1 Mbyte of shared memory and 1.75 TB of
SODIMM memory, which gives you plenty of room for a large amount of RAM, especially when you

get a 64 GB model. The Prime X299-A II comes with the latest Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX200, which is
compatible with 802.11ax. Otherwise known as Wi-Fi 6, the new networking protocol pushes

theoretical peak bandwidth up to an incredible 2.4 Gbps. Perhaps more importantly for power users,
it's optimized for more efficient operation on crowded networks with a lot of competing traffic. No

IRQ1, IRQ2, IRQ3, IRQ4/5, IRQ6/7, IRQ8, IRQ11, IRQ12, IRQ15, or IRQ16 is set on the CPU. Intel Core 2
Duo P8700 2.93 Ghz BGA Desktop Processor is Intel Processor Family: Core 2: Single Core Processor

Family, Core 2: Dual Core processor Family CPU Name: Core 2 Duo CPU P8700 CPU Cores: 2 CPU
Speed: 2.93 GHz CPU Manufacturer: Intel CPU Model: 12-3395 CPU Stepping: B1 CPU Core&Op
Count: 2 FSB: 133 MHz Memory Bus Width: 32 bits PCI Bus Number: 0 PCI (Bus) Number: 1 PCI

Function: 0 PCI Bus&Speed: x16 HDIO Interface: Serial ATA (SATA) Peak System Memory Clock: 33
MHz Memory Type: DDR2 Registered Interrupt Controllers: 3 Graphics Controller: Intel 945GM

Express Integrated Graphics PCI & AGP Base Address: 0xF3FC0000 Vendor ID: 0x8086 Product ID:
0x1c81 Type: Processor Family 6: Core 2 Duo Sub Vendor ID: 0x9144 Sub System ID: 0x003C
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